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Programme Outcomes : 

 

PO.1 Apply knowledge and skill in the design and development of   

          Electronics circuits to cater to the needs of Electronic Industry.  

PO.2 To develop strong student competencies in Physics and its  

          applications in a technology-rich, interactive environment. 

PO.3 The students will obtain good knowledge in Physical Sciences.  

          They will be trained to compete national level tests like UGC- 

          CSIR NET, JEST, GATE, etc., successfully. 

PO.4 Graduates from this programme will be eligible to continue  

          research at the higher degree level. They will be well qualified to  

          obtain employment in research and development, in the scientific  

          or engineering industries.   

 

Programme Specific 

Outcomes: 

 

PSO.1 Define the physical principles underlying a wide selection of  

            physical phenomenon. 

PSO.2 Describe and critically evaluate the current state-of-the-Art in  

            selected areas of physics.  

PSO.3 The graduates will Excel in the research related to Physics and  

            Materials characterization. 

Course Outcomes: 

 

CO.1  Able to Identify a range of mathematical Methods that are  

           essential for solving advanced problems in theoretical physics. 

           Familiarized with different special functions like Associated  

           Legendre Polynomials, Polynomials, etc. and their solutions in  

           solving different physical problems. 

CO.2  Formulate the Lagrangian mechanics concepts and solve the  

           problems with the help of Lagrangian mechanics. 

           The students will solve the problems of generating function,  

           canonical transformation & Poisson brackets. 

CO.3  Able to interpret the wave function and apply operators to it to  

           obtain information about a particle's physical properties such as  

           position, momentum and energy, solve the Schrodinger equation  

           to obtain wave functions for some basic, physically important  

           types of potential in one dimension, and estimate the shape of the  

           wave function based on the shape of the potential, Hydrogen  

           atom problem and Harmonic Oscillator problem.  

           Apply the technique of separation of variables to solve problems   

           in more than one dimension and to understand the role of  

           degeneracy in the occurrence of electron shell structure in atoms. 

CO.4  Enrich a given set of data points using interpolation methods like  

           cubic spline, Newton’s divided difference, etc. 



           Numerically differentiate and integrate expressions. 

CO.5  Ability to use basic mathematical tools to solve problems in  

           electrodynamics. 

           Gaining proficiency in electrostatics and magnetostatics. 

CO.6  Use various ensemble theories to calculate the thermodynamic  

           properties of different systems.  

           Compute properties of systems behaving as ideal Fermi gas or   

           ideal Bose gas.  

CO.7  To solve and analyse various quantum mechanical problem  

           related to Time Independent Perturbation Theory. 

           To understand the central concept and principles of relativistic  

           Quantum Mechanics.  

CO.8  Develop the understanding of rectifiers, Transistors and FET.    

           Learn the basics of the transistor action along with their  

           application as an amplifier. 

CO.9  Develop a clear concept of the crystal classes and symmetries  

           and to understand the relationship between the real and reciprocal  

           space.  

           Calculate the Braggs conditions for X-ray diffraction in crystals.  

           And create understanding of electronic and vibrational properties  

           of solid state systems. 

CO.10  Able to deal with problems related to Hydrogen-like atomic  

             spectra  

            Having knowledge about the rotational, vibrational and Raman  

            spectroscopy of molecules  

CO.11 Gain basic knowledge of Digital electronics. and learn the logic of flip  

              flops, counters, registers etc. 

              Knowledge of 8085 architecture would make learners rich about  

              working and design of microprocessors. 

CO.12 Students would be aware of various signal conditioning,  

            processing and generation techniques thus being better equipped  

            to understand their use in larger and complex systems.   

CO.13 Acquire basic knowledge about nuclear properties such as mass,  

            spin, radius, binding energy etc. and understand the features of  

            nuclear forces, exchange force and meson theory. 

            Develop the understanding of nucleon-nucleon interactions,  

            resonance reactions and various nuclear models. 

CO.14  Students would enjoy the new and stimulating ideas behind the future  

              novel devices and would also appreciate the link between electronics  

             and the quantum effects that come into play. 

CO.15 Students will have a sense of academic and social ethics and  

            Capable of taking up higher studies of interdisciplinary nature. 

 

 


